
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of acquisition manager senior. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for acquisition manager senior

Use 'build, measure, learn' or similar methodology to develop, test and
iterate product hypotheses for the community and collaboration tools, within
a wider waterfall wrapper
Build connections across the Research Application Platform (RAP) and
Publishing businesses - including the Director of ROS Integration - to envision
and execute on how we syndicate community/collaboration tools across our
platforms
Oversee the development and execution of the one-year product
management plan for new client acquisition through Direct Sales channel for
all Consumer and Small Business credit card products within the context of
the overarching Card Product Division plan and budget set down by the
Management team
Oversee the development, execution and own final accountability of program
strategies and vendor relationships for the one-year product management
plan for all Consumer and Small Business products acquired through the
Direct Sales acquisition channels including
Oversee the development and execution of the one-year product
management plan for new client acquisition by ensuring profitable new client
growth through detailed analysis of all Direct Sales acquisition channels
and/or client segments such that the life-time value is maximized
Manage the day-to-day Direct Acquisition Sales Vendor relationship

Example of Acquisition Manager Senior Job
Description
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Setting out and owning the LAC region’s multi-year Digital Acquisition
growth strategy through partnership and collaboration with local teams,
ensuring local market needs are met whilst complimenting the Global plans
Manage, review and prioritize local and regional investments for both
marketing and capabilities in partnership with LAC markets, Finance, IMS,
head of the Digital COE and other partners where appropriate
Drive innovation and change throughout the digital experience and prospect
funnel by leveraging techniques and best practices from other regions,
including the US

Qualifications for acquisition manager senior

Direct knowledge of market-specific players and television programming of
Asian territories
Oversee monthly Talent Acquisition Scorecard to benchmark and analyze
metrics for continuous improvement including monthly dashboards and audit
reports
Lead, coach and develop a high performing Talent Acquisition Services &
Infrastructure Team
Develop and maintain a comprehensive talent acquisition reporting
functionality by adjusting the Scorecard to drive efficiencies and allow for
sustainable, cost-effective growth for the internal talent acquisition team
Analyze trends and identify areas of improvement as it relates to the hiring
process and on-boarding
1-2 years experience managing technical recruiting or sourcing teams in a
corporate or agency environment


